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Ayesha at LastAyesha at Last
by Uzma Jalaluddin
A modern Muslim adaptation of Pride and
Prejudice finds Ayesha with a lot going on.
Her dreams have been set aside for a
teaching job to pay off her debts. Ayesha is
lonely, but doesn't want an arranged
marriage. Then she meets Khalid, who is as
smart and handsome as he is judgmental.

The Bride TestThe Bride Test
by Helen Hoang
When his difficulties with processing
emotions complicate the search for his
bride, a Vietnamese-American on the autism
spectrum is pursued by a hopelessly smitten
girl from the Ho Chi Min City slums. By the
author of The Kiss Quotient.

Find MeFind Me
by André Aciman
The author of the worldwide best-seller Call
Me by Your Name revisits that novel’s
complex and beguiling characters decades
after their first meeting.

Get a Life, Chloe BrownGet a Life, Chloe Brown
by Talia Hibbert
Emerging from a life-threatening illness, a
fiercely organized but unfulfilled computer
geek recruits a mysterious artist to help her
establish meaning in her life, before finding
herself engaged in thrilling activities.

The Giver of StarsThe Giver of Stars
by Jojo Moyes
Volunteering for Eleanor Roosevelt’s new
traveling library in small-town Kentucky, an
English bride joins a group of women whose
commitment to their job transforms the
community and their relationships.

The Bookshop of the BrokenThe Bookshop of the Broken
HeartedHearted
by Robert Hillman
In 1960s Australia, a lonely farmer finds his
life turned upside down by the arrival of a
vibrant librarian.

The Doctor's SecretThe Doctor's Secret
by Heidi Cullinan
Dr. Hong-Wei Wu has come to Copper Point,
Wisconsin, after the pressures of a residency
burned him out. Ashamed, he plans to live a
quiet life as a surgeon in this tiny town. His
plans, however, don't include his outgoing,
kind, and attractive nurse, Simon Lane.

The FlatshareThe Flatshare
by Beth O'Leary
Entering a flatshare arrangement with a
man on an opposite work shift, a
heartbroken woman begins exchanging
notes with the roommate she has never met
and becomes his best friend, and possibly
soulmate, through their correspondence. A
first novel.

The Girl He Used to KnowThe Girl He Used to Know
by Tracey Garvis Graves
A tumultuous but tender love affair between
a socially awkward chess club member and
a courageous, quirky girl is shattered by an
unforeseen tragedy that forces them to
confront respective anxieties when they
reunite a decade later.

How Not to Die AloneHow Not to Die Alone
by Richard Roper
Telling a white lie that makes his coworkers
believe he has a loving family at home, a
lonely man stuck in a thankless public
health job falls in love with a new coworker
who challenges his secrets. A first novel.
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Nirvana is HereNirvana is Here
by Aaron Hamburger
When his ex-husband is accused of sexual
harassment in the #metoo era, art history
professor Ari Silverman, forced to confront a
long-buried trauma from his past, reflects on
his relationship with his high school crush in
segregated Detroit during the 1990s.

Polite SocietyPolite Society
by Mahesh Rao
In a modern reimagining of Jane Austen’s
Emma, Delhi’s polite society is often
anything but polite. By the award-winning
author of The Smoke Is Rising.

Royal HolidayRoyal Holiday
by Jasmine Guillory
Accompanying her daughter to England to
help style a royal family member during the
holiday season, Vivian finds herself in an
unexpected holiday romance with the
queen’s charming private secretary. By the
best-selling author of The Wedding Date.

Three Little WordsThree Little Words
by Jenny Holiday
To make the wedding in time, bridesmaid
Gia Gallo, stranded in New York with her best
friend’s wedding dress, shares a car with
best man Bennet Buchanan for a long road
trip to Florida during which things get hotter
with every state line they cross.

The UnhoneymoonersThe Unhoneymooners
by Christina Lauren
Partnered with a nemesis best man on a
paradise honeymoon when her bride twin
gets food poisoning, a chronically unlucky
maid of honor assumes the role of a
newlywed before unexpectedly falling for
her companion.

The Plus OneThe Plus One
by Sarah Archer
A perpetually single, brilliant robotics
engineer secretly builds her own date to her
younger sister's wedding, creating an
impossibly perfect man whose identity
secret threatens her career. A first novel.

Red, White & Royal BlueRed, White & Royal Blue
by Casey McQuiston
After an international incident affects U.S.
and British relations, the president's son
Alex and Prince Henry must pretend to be
best friends, but as they spend time
together, the two begin a secret romance
that could derail a presidential campaign.

Things You Save in a FireThings You Save in a Fire
by Katherine Center
When a family emergency compels her move
from Texas to Boston, a skilled firefighter
becomes the only woman in her new
firehouse and navigates discrimination, low
funding, and her private edicts about falling
in love with another firefighter.

Trust ExerciseTrust Exercise
by Susan Choi
Falling in love while attending a competitive
1980s performing arts high school, David
and Sarah rise through the ranks before the
realities of their family dynamics and
economic statuses trigger a spiral that
impacts their adult lives.

The Whole PackageThe Whole Package
by Marie Harte
When Naomi Starr meets former Marine
Reid Griffith, who works for the veteran's
moving company for which she does PR, she
just may have to break her rule of not
mixing business with pleasure. By a New
York Times best-selling author.
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